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Abstract 
Let x=(x1, x2,. .) with the xi elements of a finite set A be an automatic sequence, i.e., x is generated 
by a tag machine with deletion number one. Let F be a finite set and suppose maps rp,: F+F are 
given for all aEA. It is shown constructively that the sequence of iterates (cp,,, cpx,ocpxl, 
cpx,“cpx,“cpx~.“’ ) is again an automatic sequence. 
1. Introduction 
We consider a finite set A as an alphabet of symbols. Symbols wl, . . . , wk from A can 
be concatenated to words w = w1 ... wk of length k; we denote k = 1 w I. We write A* for 
the set of words, these include the empty word, denoted E. 
Let F be another finite set. Suppose that for each symbol SEA a map v~: F+F is 
given. Then we define qE= IdF, and for v, WE A* the map cpVw by 
cp”W = cpw o cp”. (1.1) 
We can consider the qw as symbols from the alphabet FF, and will be interested in 
infinite sequences 
where x = x1 x2 ... is an infinite sequence of symbols from A. The kind of problem we 
want to examine might be loosely formulated as follows. If x is generated by a machine 
or automaton, is this also true for z, and if so how much more complicated will the 
machine or automaton generating z be. The type of machine we consider is the tag 
machine discussed for example in [S]. There is an equivalent definition due to 
Cobham ([3]) in terms of substitutions. 
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A substitution cs is an endomorphism of A*, i.e., (T: A*+A* is determined by its 
values a(a) on symbols, by C(E)=&, and for u, WEA* by 
If there exists a symbol a* such that the first symbol of ~(a*) equals a*, then 
the (n+ 1)th iterate #+‘(a*) starts with the word #(a*) for all n>O. Thus if the 
length la”(a*)l of #(a*) tends to infinity then the infinite sequence x=~~(u*) 
is well defined, and is a fixed point of r~ (i.e., 0(x)=x, where 0 is extended to 
infinite sequences in the obvious way). An infinite sequence y with elements 
from an alphabet B is called a tug sequence or automatic sequence if y=rc(x), where 
x is a fixed point of a substitution over an alphabet A, and rc: A*+B* is a substitu- 
tion of length 1, i.e. Irc(u)l= 1 for all UEA. We call 7c a projection. 
It is shown in [2], that one can always assume that an automatic sequence y is 
generated with a substitution c which is null-free, i.e. which satisfies o(u)#s for all 
UEA. Starting from this, it is not hard to see that we may assume (passing to or, where 
r = Card A) that the substitution satisfies 
IcJ”+l(u*)l>lc7”(u*)l, nZ0. (1.2) 
There is a subclass of the automatic sequences, the uniform tug sequences 
or q-automatic sequences, defined by the requirement that the associated substitu- 
tion has constant length, i.e., there exists an integer q such that la(u)1 =q for all 
GA. A well-known result ([3], [4]) identifies these sequences with the class 
of output sequences of finite state automata, which read integers written in 
base q. 
Theorem 4 of [3] and Theorem 2 of [l] amount to the following result. 
Theorem A. Zf x is q-automatic, then z=(+, ,J is q-automatic. 
Both proofs of Theorem A in [3] and [l] use intrinsic characterizations of q- 
automatic sequences and are non-constructive. Our goal is to give a direct and 
constructive proof of a more general result. 
Theorem B. Ifx is automatic, then z=((p,, ,.. ,,) is automatic. 
We remark that formally Theorem B does not imply Theorem A, but the proof of 
Theorem B will yield Theorem A as well. 
As an application one obtains that the result of [l]: automatic interactions in an 
Ising chain will yield automatic induced fields, will also hold for Penrose-type 
interactions. A second application is to automatic walks ([S]). It follows easily from 
Theorem B that the a priori more complicated oriented automatic walks of [6] can be 
considered as non-oriented automatic walks. 
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2. Proof of Theorem B 
Note first that by enlarging the alphabet A if necessary we may assume that 7c = IdA, 
i.e., the automatic sequence x =~~(a*) itself is a fixed point of a substitution o on A*. 
Clearly the result will follow by projection if we show that the sequence 
z’=((x1,%,), ... ,(x,, CPX, . ..X.), . ..) 
is automatic over the alphabet A x F F. Actually it is more convenient to prove that 
z’=((VPJ, . . . >(X,,(PX, x,-,)9...) 
is automatic. Then the sequence of 2-blocks 
(((XI, 40E)V(%> CPX,)), .‘.,((X,, CPX, --x,_J,(X,+1, %,~~~X”))> . ..) 
is automatic (this is easy to see), and the result follows by projection on z’ (with the 
projection defined by ((a, f), (b, g))w(a, g)). 
We will obiain the sequence 5 as a projection of a fixed point of a substitution a on 
an alpJhabet A of infinite cardinality. The last part of the proof will consist in showing 
that A may be replaced by a$nite alphabet A”. 
For a word WEA* we denote 
~oW=(cp W,~~~,%“(W),...). 
We define 
z= {(a, fit(w)): UEA, wEA*), 
and for each agA, WEA* 
%(a, O,(w)))=(a,, ~,(hJ)))(a*, ~,(~(4a,))~~~(al, ~,(4w)a1 ... al-l)) (2.1) 
if a(a)=ala2 ... al. 
Note that in particular (a*, O,(E)) is the first symbol of $a*, O,(E))), since 
O,,(a(&)) = O,(E). Let i = dm(a*, CT,(e))) be the corresponding fixed point. Let 7c1 : 2-A 
be the projection on the first coordinate. It is clear from the definition of d that 
7C16=CJ7Z1. (2.2) 
In particular zl(k)=x. Let n,,,:>+Ax FF be the projection defined by 
~,,~(a, o,(w))=(a, cp,+,). We claim that 7t1.2 (k) = ?. This will follow if we show that for 
allj3 1 
kj=(Xj, 0,(X1 .” Xj- 1)). (2.3) 
Since x 1 = a*, this follows directly from (2.1) for all j with 1 <j < ( a(x 1) (. We proceed by 
induction (here we need (1.2)). Suppose that (2.3) holds for all i with 1 d i< 1 cY(xl)l. 
From o”‘~(x~)= ( g #x1), we see that for each 1 djdla”+‘(xI)l there exist unique 
i and k with ldi<la”(xI)l and l<k<)O(xi)l such that 
Xl “. Xj=~(Xl .” Xi_l)(~(Xi))l ‘.‘(CT(Xi))k. (2.4) 
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It now follows from (2.4) respectively with (2.2), the induction hypothesis, and the 
definition of $, that 
Xj=(d(ki))k=($(Xi, CO,J(X~ "'Xi-l)))k 
=((“(Xi))k, @f~(~(~l “’ xi- l)a(xi)l “. O(Xi)&l))=(Xj, 00(X1 .” Xj_ 1)). 
This finishes the proof of the claim. We are left with showing that 2 may be reduced to 
a finite alphabet. To do this we need the following notions and lemma. 
An infinite sequence y is ultimately periodic with lag Q and period P if there exist 
words D and E with jDI=P, IEj=Q such that y=EDDD... . 
Lemma. The sequences 0,,(w) are uniformly ultimately periodic, i.e., there exist P and 
Q such that LoC(w) is ultimately periodic with 1agQ and period P for all WEA*. 
Proof. Suppose A= (0, 1, . . . , r- l}. Define @,: (FF)‘+(FF)’ by 
@,((_L ... J-I))=(.&,> ... J&I,) 
for each (fO , . . . ,f,_l)~(F’F)‘, where for any WEA* the mapf, is defined as in (1.1). For 
example, if r=2 and 0 is defined by a(O)=OOl, a(l)=llOl, then @,(f,g)= 
(s0P.L soPso9) forf; M+. 
Obviously 
@X(cpo, ...> cpr- l))=((Po”(o), ... 9 cP,yr- 1)) 
for all n, where @z denotes the nth iterate of QO. Since the orbit of a point under a map 
on a finite set is ultimately periodic, each of the sequences (cpll, ~O~a~,...)=O,(a), aEA is 
ultimately periodic with the same P and Q. Since the UO(w) for wgA* are compo- 
nentwise compositions of these r sequences, the lemma follows. 0 
The proof of the theorem is completed by replacing 2 by the finite alphabet 
A”=((a, cpW, (P~(,,,), . . . , qn,p+Q-l(,)): aEA, WEA*}. 
With the obvious changes of d to d and i to 2, it will still hold that ~r,~(jZ)=?, and 
hence that (cp,,, cpXIXz, . . . , cpx, ,. Xn, . ..) is an automatic sequence. 
3. Remarks, and an example 
Remark 1. The proof shows that the cardinality of the alphabet A” can be bounded 
by r (sS)(SSY, where s=Card F. Since a fixed point of 0 is a fixed point of 8 for all 
n> 1, this bound can be improved to r(Y)* (choose n= kP, where k is the smallest 
number such that kP>Q). We believe that this bound is best possible (cf. the 
example below). 
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Remark 2. Positive lags (i.e. Q > 0) typically occur if one or more of the maps cp. is not 
one-to-one (since (Card (Im(cp,, ,,, X,)))nro is non-increasing in n). However, positive 
lags may occur in the bijective case (cf. the example below). 
Remark 3. If the maps (Pi, UEA are commuting bijections, then the proof of 
Theorem B simplifies. One can take 
A”= { (a, L”(w)): UEA, WEAX}, 
where L(w) = (Mw)),,~ is the vector with entries L,(w), the number of occurrences of 
the symbol a in the word w, and z(w)=L(w) modulo(Card F)!. 
If A, denotes the square matrix whose columns are the L(a(u)), UEA, then E can be 
defined by 
if a(u)=ul ... al, where + denotes addition modulo (Card F)!. 
I am grateful to Z.-Y. Wen for discussions which led to the following example. 
Example. Let A = {a, b}, let g be defined by 
o(u) = uubb, o(b) = bu, 
andletF={-l,+l},cp,(+l)=-l,cp,(-l)=+l,and~b=ZdF. 
A simple computation yields 
o,(a)=(cp,, I&,1&, . ..). o,(b)=(ld,, (~a, CPU, .s.). 
So here P= Q= 1. Since the maps cp. and qb commute we can apply Remark 3. Here 
J=((s, (j)): SEA, i,j=O, l}. We have 
lG,= 
0 1 ( 1 0 1’ 
So for example 
+ (;))=(a9 (:)>(a3 (:))@ (:))y (b,(A)). 
The sequence (a, cpx,, ~~~~~~ . . .I, where x = orn (a) = uubbuu ... is obtained by 
projecting 
I=F a, 
0 ( 0) 0 ’ 
with the projection defined by 
i ( 0) s, j -cpll if i= 1, 
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and 
i 
( 0) 
s, 
j
Hf.& ifi=o. 
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